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Call Support to European Cooperation Projects 2024

Strand or category Medium scale cooperation project

Cultural operator – who are you?

Name of organisation Between Music

Country Denmark

Organisation website https://www.betweenmusic.dk/ - Call:
https://www.betweenmusic.dk/open-call

Contact person aa@cki.dk Astrid Aspegren

Organisation type Musical Performance Organisation

Scale of the organization Small

PIC number Non yet

Aims and activities of
the organisation

Between Music creates and produces unique art projects
and innovative performance concerts in a hybrid of music,
live performance, visual arts, architecture and new
technology. The group masters a vast range of aesthetics,
skills and genres, but finds the most potential in the
ever-fluctuating spaces between them.

Role of the organisation
in the project

Project lead and artistic partner

Previous EU grants
received

None - first time applicant

Proposed Creative Europe project – to which project are you looking for partners?

Sector or field Performance art, artists, NGOs, scientists, environmentalists
dedicated to Water

Description or summary
of the proposed project

Having worked with the water element for almost 2 decades,
we have become more and more aware of the geopolitical and
climatic problems related to water; scarcity, privatisation, the
refugee crisis, pollution, health, injustice, why we feel that
there is an urgent need to focus on the world's water. We
believe that we cannot do it by rational thinking alone. We
believe that it is fundamental to sense and experience a
different relationship with water. If we must take care of
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something, we need a strong connection, respect and love for
it.
 
We therefore want to break new ground and create an EU
funded project, where we use art and science to deal with
these politically charged topics in ways that go far beyond what
we can immediately experience with the intellect.

Project Outline: We want to create an artistic water caravan with a
specific focus on interconnectedness between water and peace. Our
idea is to take up residence in different parts of Europe to work and
engage with local scientists, communities, artists, entities, civil society
organizations, NGOs, festivals, venues and other relevant stakeholders
for an extended period. Here we will work closely to design a program in
which we present our collective water-related projects and curate
gatherings, meetings, exhibitions, performances, seminars, talks and
workshops.

Partners currently
involved in the project

Between Music (DK), Center for Arts and Interculture (DK),

We are in the first stages of dialogue with partners in Italy

Partners searched – which type of partner are you looking for?

From country or region Southern and eastern europe

Preferred field of expertise ARTISTIC PARTNERS: Artists who have dedicated their artistic
research and practice to water, with their own take on water,
who are willing to create a caravan and tour through the
project countries, reaching out to and engaging with local
communities.

KNOWLEDGE PARTNERS: Research institutions, universities, NGOs
etc. who have an interest in gathering knowledge about the following
topics: Water scarcity, pollution, climate, sacred & symbolic water,
privatisation of water, water conflicts, peace, the refugee crisis - and who
sees things as interconnected and who can convey this to a wide
audience, and who can think creatively about how their knowledge can
contribute to the caravan.

SUSTAINABLE TOURING PARTNERS:We are looking for people
experienced with sustainable touring, who are willing to join
the project to make the caravan sustainable, and to share best
practices of sustainable touring with Creative Europe and other
European stakeholders.

DISSEMINATION PARTNERS: Organisations of any kind willing to
join the project and design a
communication/dissemination/outreach strategy to make sure
the project reaches and engages with as many communities as
possible in a meaningful way

Please get in contact October 15th 2023



no later than

Projects searched – are you interested in participating in other EU projects as
a partner?

Yes / no No

Which kind of projects
are you looking for?

Publication of partner search

This partner search can
be published?*

Yes

* By answering “yes” you confirm that the information provided can be shared publicly by the Creative Europe Desks in
the countries participating in the Creative Europe programme, in order to support your search for partners.


